PROPOSAL 183
5 AAC 29.100. Management of the summer salmon troll fishery.
Modify commercial salmon fishing closed waters adjacent to the Situk River, as follows:

(i) - We propose that the Eastern no trolling boundary set at the mouth of the Dangerous River be moved Westward 2 miles, as the Western boundary was, to retain the same size no trolling corridor.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? The Situk River mouth has migrated West approximately 2 miles. The Yakutat Advisory Committee submitted a proposal to move the no trolling corridor in place around the mouth of the Situk estuary Westward Approximately 2 miles to account for the river's migration. This proposal was adopted. We only moved the Western boundaries further Westward with our action, and we failed to moved the Eastern Boundaries, which are currently set at the mouth of the Dangerous River. By this over sight, what we actually did was increase the no trolling zone around the mouth of the estuary, which was not our intent. We only meant to account for the migration of the estuary.
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